
Prime Magic - MetaTrader 4 
 

 

Prime Magic is an advanced MetaTrader 4 indicator comes under premium 

category. Our "Prime Magic" template consists of two indicators: One is Prime 

Magic and other is Prime Predictor. Both indicators were combine together to 

confirm Buy & Sell signals. 

Why Prime Magic? 

 

 Suitable for All market segments NSE, MCX & FOREX 

 Effective for Intraday and Positional traders 

 Non repainting indicator 

 Multiple alert facility 

 User Friendly 

 Working Platform: MetaTrader 4 



 Works in all time frames 

 Cost effective 

 High profitable MT4 indicator 

 

Dashboard: 

 

        

Prime Magic indicator dashboard consists of following special features as 

BUY  : Buy entry price 

TG-1  : Target-1 

TG-2  : Target-2 

SL  : Stop Loss 

Live P&L: Live Profit/Loss could be calculated from the difference between entry 

price and current market price (either it might be plus or minus). 



Booked P&L: Booked Profit/Loss could be calculated from the difference 

between entry price and to first  triggered: Target-1 or Target-2 or Stop Loss. 

Status: Present status of the entry will be displayed (TGT-1 hit, TGT-2 hit, SL hit, 

Trailing SL hit). 

Trailing SL : Trailing Stop Loss will makes as to modify out Stop Loss along with 

the market movement. It will helps us to reduce the loss and able to book huge 

profit from the market. Most suitable for positional traders. 

 

 

Market Predictor: 

 

Market Predictor indicator will shows the market trend in two representations.  

 One is top right corner of the chart as UP TREND or DOWN TREND 

 Second one plots a trend line in bottom of the chart as Green color 

(indicates Buy trend) and Red color (indicates Sell trend) 

 Which is used as additional confirmation for every new signals and  trend 

reversal 

Alert: 

 

Our Prime Magic indicator generates alert for every signals 

 Pop up alert 

 Sound alert 

 Mobile alert 


